
REDMOND presents a Ready for Sky innovation: the R4S Gateway application. With the help of this 

application you will be able to control your home appliances based on the R4S platform from across the 

world via the Internet.  

Your home mobile device with downloaded  R4S Gateway app will function as a bridge between personal 

smartphone  and your Smart R4S household appliances, empowering  you to control your home in just a 

couple of clicks, no matter how far away you are.  

Operating procedure for setting up remote access to appliances via the R4S Gateway application  

1. Connect household appliances with Ready for Sky technology to the power supply .  

2. Log into the Ready for Sky application from your smartphone/tablet and connect your appliances 

according to their user manuals.  

3. Download and install the R4S Gateway application on another smartphone/tablet which you will 

leave at home as the gateway. It must be Android OS 4.3 or higher with Bluetooth 4.0 installed on it. 

Ensure that your device is connected to the Internet (GSM or Wi-Fi) and that Bluetooth is enabled.   

4. Log into the R4S Gateway app using your Ready for Sky application account.  

5. Update the list of activated devices in the Ready for Sky application. To do so, swipe your finger 

across the screen from top to bottom in the R4S Gateway application.   

NOTES:  

To ensure a stable connection, your home smartphone or tablet with the R4S Gateway app installed on 

it should be located no more than 15 metres away from the appliances in use.  

Do not install both the Ready for Sky and R4S Gateway applications on a single mobile device. It may lead 

to faulty operation of the application.  

The R4S Gateway application works only with the controlling application Ready for Sky.    

R4S Gateway application enables remote and concurrent control of all your devices logged in a 

single Ready for Sky application account on your personal smartphone.   

An appliance may be controlled at a time either directly from the Ready for Sky application or remotely via 

the R4S Gateway, but not both ways simultaneously (since the device cannot be controlled in near-

field mode and far-field mode at the same time).  

 

Download R4S Gateway 
 

   
 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.readyforsky.gateway 
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